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1 Basic Definitions
Def. 1. A (finite, cost-minimisation) game G consists
of finite set of players N = [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}, set of
strategies Si 6= ∅ and cost function Ci : S1 × · · · × Sn → R
for each player i. We distinguish
Zero-sum iff the social cost is 0.
Bimatrix iff n = 2 where A,B ∈ R|S1|×|S2| describe the

costs of strategiesAij = CA(s1,i, s2,j), and equiv. forBij .
For a zero-sum, bimatrix game A = −B holds,

meaning a single matrix suffices to describe the costs.
Payoff-Max. where players attempt to maximise the

“cost”, referred to as “payoff”.

Def. 2. Strategy profile of a (pure) Game G is a n-tuple ~s =
(s1, . . . , sn) ∈ ~S = S1×· · ·×Sn of strategies for each player i.

Def. 3. Social Cost C(~s) of a strategy profile ~s is defined as
C(~s) :=

∑
i∈N

Ci(~s).

Def. 4. A strat. profile consisting of prob. distributions1

~σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ ∆(S1)× · · · ×∆(Sn).

Def. 5. A (weakly) dominant strategy si ∈ Si minimises
the cost regardless of the strategies of other players, s.t.2

∀i ∈ N,~s′i ∈ ~Si. Ci(si, ~s′−i) ≤ Ci(s′i, ~s′−i).

Def. 6. Pure Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile ~s =
(s1, . . . , sn) where no player has an incentive to deviate, i.e.

∀i ∈ N, s′i ∈ Si. Ci(~s) ≤ Ci(s′i, ~s−i).

Def. 7. (Mixed) Nash equilibrium is a mixed strategy
profile ~σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) where no player has an incentive
to deviate, i.e.3
∀i ∈ N, σ′i ∈ ∆(Si). Ci(~σ) ≤ Ci(σ′i, ~σ−i).

Every game has at least one NE. 
T
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2 Congestion Games
Def. 8. A potential games has a (exact) potential function
Φ : ~S → R, s.t.

∀i ∈ N,~s ∈ ~S, s′i ∈ Si. Ci(s′i, ~s−i)− Ci(~s)
=Φ(s′i, ~s−i)− Φ(~s)

Every potential game has at least one pure Nash equilibrium. 
T
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Def. 9. Congestion Game G = (N,E, {Si}i∈N , {ce}e∈E)
is a potential game (N, {Si}i∈N , {Ci}i∈N ) with a set of re-
sourcesE and a nondecreasing set of cost functions ce : N→
R≥0 representing the number of players using it (congestion).
The cost of a strategy profile for a player i ∈ N is

Ci(~s) =
∑
e∈si

ce(ne(~s)),

∗Based on the lecture “Algorithmic Game Theory” (2022/23),
as held by Yiannis Giannakopoulos at the University of Erlan-
gen–Nuremberg. The numbering used in this document for definitions
and theorems differs from the script used in the lecture.

†https://gitlab.cs.fau.de/oj14ozun/agt-summary, the source
for this document should be accessible as a PDF attachment. The
document and the source are distributed under CC BY-SA 4.0.

1∆(A) =
{
p ∈ [0, 1]A |

∑
a∈A p(a) = 1

}
.

2(y, ~x−i) := (x1, . . . , xi−1, y, xi+1, . . . , xn).
3Notation for the expected cost Ci(~σ) := E~s∼~σ [Ci(~s)].

where ne(~s) = |{i | e ∈ si}| and the social cost is

C(~s) =
n∑
i=1

Ci(~s) =
∑
e∈E

ne(~s)ce(ne(~s)).

We distinguish
Network/Routing on a graphG = (V,E) we define {Si}

to be all the paths between two nodes oi, di ∈ V (origin
and destination of each player i).

Polynomial of degree d (or “linear” if d = 1) where
each cost function ce is defined by a polynomial in

Cd :=

x 7→
d∑
j=0

ajx
j

∣∣∣∣∣∣ aj ∈ R≥0∀j ∈ {0, . . . , d}


Singleton Strategies si are singleton sets.
Symmetric All players have the same set of actions.
All congestion games are potential games, via the
“Rosenthal’s potential”:  
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Φ(~s) =
∑
~e∈E

ne(~s)∑
j=1

ce(j).

Def. 10. Price of Anarchy of a Potential game G with a
set of pure Nash equilibria PNE(G) is

PoA(G) =
maxs∈PNE(G) C(~s)

C(~s∗) ,

where ~s∗ ∈ argmins∈S C(~s).  
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Def. 11. Price of Stability, as with Price of Anarchy, is

PoS(G) =
mins∈PNE(G) C(~s)

C(~s∗) .
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Def. 12. Better-response dynamics is a method for
calculating a PNE:
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Algo. 1 BR(G, ~s ∈ ~S) returns a PNE
1: while ~s is not a PNE do
2: Choose a i ∈ N , s′i ∈ Si, s.t. Ci(s′i, ~s−i) < Ci(~s)
3: ~s← (s′i, ~s−i)

Variations include “best-response dyn.”, which chooses
the best deviation or “maximum-gain best-response dyn.”
which chooses the best relative deviation.

For a Singleton and symmetric, network game , a PNE  
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Def. 13. α-approximate PNE given α ≥ 1, we relax the
equilibrium condition
∀i ∈ N, s′i ∈ Si. Ci(~s) ≤ αCi(s′i, ~s−i).
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3 Computation of Pure Nash Equilibria
Def. 14. Local search problem Π = (I, S,N, f) consisting
of a set of instances I, each I ∈ I having a set of feasible
solutions SI , a neighbourhood function NI : SI → 2SI and
a objective function fI : SI → Z.

Def. 15. Polynomial local search (PLS), a local search
problem, for which given an instance I ∈ I and a feasible
solution x ∈ SI , an initial feasible solution (AΠ), an
objective value fI(x) (BΠ) and the verification that x is a
local optimum or compute a local neighbour y ∈ N(x) with
fI(y) < fI(x) can all be calculated in polynomial time.

1
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PNE
Exact: Symmetric Network, Singleton Games
Dynamics: Maximum Gain BRD, Bounded Jump (ε-PNE)

NE Exact: Zero-Sum (Linear Programming)
Dynamics: No Regret Dynamics (ε-NE)

CE Exact: Generally computable in O(poly(n, k))
Dynamics: No-Swap-Regret Dynamics (ε-CE)

CCE Exact: Generally computable in O(poly(n, k))
Dynamics: No-Regret Dynamics (ε-CCE)

Figure 1: Overview of types of equiliria and their methods of computation.

Def. 16. A best-response (di) graph of a congestion game
Gwith a potential function Φ consists of vertices correspond-
ing to strategy profiles, and directed edges pointing from a
profile to another with a single-player beneficial deviation.

The skin of this graph (vertex with out-degree of 0) is the
NE of G, as it has no beneficial deviations. An algorithm
like best-response dynamics can therefore be interpreted
as local search on the best-response graph, optimising Φ.
Def. 17. PLS-reduction Π ≤PLS Π′ is given for two
PLS problems Π = (I, S,N, f), Π′ = (I ′, S′, N ′, f ′),
and polynomial-time commutable functions h with
∀I ∈ I. h(I) ∈ I ′ and g with

∀I ∈ I∀x′ ∈ S′h(I). g(x′) ∈ SI .
In this case it is said that Π′ is “as hard as” Π.
One PLS-complete problem is PNE-Congestion, i.e.

the computation of a PNE for a congestion game. . 
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4 Mixed Nash Equilibria
Def. 18. The value of a zero-sum game A ∈ Rm×n is
V A := ~x∗>A~y∗ = max

~x∈∆m
min
~y∈∆n

~x>A~y = min
~y∈∆n

max
~x∈∆m

~x>A~y,

where (~x∗, ~y∗) is an optimal strategy profile, that can be 
T
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computed in polynomial time
Def. 19. Fictitious play is a dynamic, given a repeated
bimatrix game, where players maintain a pair of mixed
strategies (~xt, ~yt) determined by the empirical distribution
of their respective opponents past play:

~x = 1
t

t∑
τ=1

emiτ , ~y = 1
t

t∑
τ=1

enjτ ,

where for a time step t, emit ∈ ∆m, enjt ∈ ∆n, s.t.
emit ∈ BR1(~yt−1) enjt ∈ BR2(~xt−1)

and x0, y0 are respectivelym or n dimensional zero-vectors.
Def. 20. Duality gap of a mixed strategy profile (~x, ~y) for
a zero-sum game A ∈ Rm×n is

ΨA(~x, ~y) := max
~x′∈∆m

~x′>A~y − min
~y′∈∆n

~x>A~y.

Karlin’s conjecture states that ΨA(~xt, ~yt) ∈ O
(

1√
t

)
.

5 Correlated Equilibria
Def. 21. Correlated equilibria has a strategy profile
~σ ∈ ∆(~S), where ~S = S1 × · · · × Sn (Cartesian product)
for a Game G s.t.
∀i ∈ N, δi : Si → Si. E

~s∼~σ
[Ci(~s)] ≤ E

~s∼~σ
[Ci(δi(si), ~s−i)] ,

where δ is called a swap function or equivalently
∀i ∈ N, si, s′i ∈ Si.E

~s−i∼~σ−i|si
[Ci(si, ~s−i)] ≤ E

~s−i∼~σ−i|si
[Ci(s′i, ~s−i)]

This is a generalisation of (mixed) Nash equilibria, in
the sense that ∆(~S) is a distribution over strategy profiles,
while NEs consist of ∆(Si) distributions over strategies for
i. CEs can be computed in polynomial time via LP. 
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Def. 22. Coarse Correlated Equilibria has a strategy
profile ~σ ∈ ∆(~S) for a Game G s.t.

∀i ∈ N, s′i ∈ Si. E
~s∼~σ

[Ci(~s)] ≤ E
~s∼~σ

[Ci(s′i, ~s−i)] .

This is a generalisation of correlated equilibria, considering
only constant swap functions. It differs from NE, in that
we quantify over si ∈ Si instead of σ′i ∈ ∆(Si).

Def. 23. Online learning algorithm A = {pt} calculates
a probability distribution pt of a set of actions A with
|A| = k in a dynamic decision-making setting. Knowing
this, an adversary sets a cost function ct : A → [0; 1] that
an action at drawn from pt is applied onto, for every time
step t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where T ∈ N≥1 is a time horizon. The
regret of a sequence of action ~a = {at}t∈[T ] is defined as

R(~a,~c) := 1
T

[
T∑
t=1

ct(ct)−min
a∈A

T∑
t=1

ct(a)
]
.

If the “expected regret” RTA := sup~c E~a∼~p [R(~a,~c)]→ 0, we
say A has no regret.
Examples include:

“Follow the Leader” A deterministic algorithm that
chooses an action based on the expected cost so far. As all
deterministic algorithms, it has a regret of at least 1− 1

k .  
T
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Multip. Weight Update A randomised algorithm,
given η ∈ [0; 1

2 ] maintains a set of weights {wt(a)}a∈A
used at each time-step t to assign probabilities

pt(a) =
wt(a)∑
āA w

t(ā),

and update the weights by wt+1(a) = wt(a)(1− η)ct(a).
This archives being “no-regret”.  

T
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Def. 24. No-regret game dynamics, using a cost-min game
G and a decision making process, where each player i ∈ [N ]
uses a no-regret algorithm like MWU. A ε-approximate
coarse correlated equilibria can be calculated using NRD:

Algo. 2 NRD(G, {Ai}i∈N , T ) returns a cr. strat. profile ~σ
1: for t = 1, . . . , T do
2: for i ∈ N do Compute pti over Si using Ai
3: Define mixed profile ~σt =

∏
i∈N p

t
i

4: for i ∈ N do Adversary presents player i with i

cti(si) := E
~s−i∼~σt−i

[Ci(si, ~s−i)] ,∀si ∈ Si

5: return ~σ = 1
T

∑T
t=1 ~s

t

In a zero sum game the guality gap will at most be 2ε.
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duality_gap


Def. 25. Swap-regret is a stricter benchmark than swap
regret:

R̄(~a,~c) := 1
T

[
T∑
t=1

ct
(
at
)
− min
δ:A→A

T∑
t=1

ct
(
δ
(
at
))]

,

hence R(~a,~c) ≤ R̄(~a,~c). When used with no-regret
dynamic, we converge to the set of correlated equilibria.

A Proof Sketches
NOTEME: The proofs in this section make no claim to be
rigorous, just to convey an approximate approach strategy
employed in attempting to prove the following theorems.
The document source is publicly available (see the
frontpage), so any ideas on how to improve the following
proofs are much appreciated.

Thm. 1. Every game has at least one NE.

Proof. Consider the function ~f = (f1, . . . , fn)
point-wise defined on a payoff-maximisation game
G =

(
N, {Si}i∈N , {ui}i∈N

)
fi(~σ) := argmax

σ̄∈∆(Si)

(
E

~s∈σ̄,~σ−i
[ui(~s)]− ‖σ̄i − σi‖2

)
The proof verifies that ~f must have a fixed-point and that
it is a NE. Brouwer’s Fixed-Point Theorem is used to prove
the existence of a fixed-point, by exploiting the structure of
the space ∆(Si)× · · · ×∆(Sn) (being nonempty, compact
and convex) assuming f is continuous. Berge’s Maximum
Theorem derives the necessary continuity from f being
well-defined.

Thm. 2. Every potential game G = (N, {Si}i∈N , {ci}i∈N )
has at least one PNE

Proof. Given the potential minimizer ~s∗ ∈ argmin~s∈~S Φ(~s),
any deviation ∀i ∈ N, s′i ∈ Si

Φ
(
s′i, ~s

∗
−i
)
− Φ (~s∗) ≥ 0

using the definition of potential games, we can deduce the
PNE condition
⇒Ci

(
s′i, ~s

∗
−i
)
− Ci (~s∗) ≥ 0⇒ Ci (~s∗) ≤ Ci

(
s′i, ~s

∗
−i
)

Thm. 3. Using Rosenthal’s potential function

Φ(~s) =
∑
e∈E

ne(~s)∑
j=1

ce(j),

congestion games G = (N,E, {Si}i∈N , {ce}e∈E) (which in
turn is a game (N, {Si}i∈N , {Ci}i∈N )) are potential games,
hence have at least one PNE.

Proof. For any deviation (s′i, ~s−i) from ~s the number of
players using any resource will stay the same (if unaffected
by the deviation), increase (if part of the deviation) or
decrease (if part of the previous strategy profile).
Therefore, if we only consider the congestion difference

when observing a single player (Ci(s′i, ~s−i) − Ci(~s)) and
amongst all players

Φ (s′i, ~s−i)−Φ (~s) =
∑
e∈E

n′e(s
′
i,~s−i)∑
j=1

ce(j)−
∑
e∈E

n′e(~s)∑
j=1

ce(j)

will differ by the same amount, and therefore satisfy the
potential game condition.

Thm. 4. The price of anarchy of a linear congestion game
is exactly 5

2 .

Proof. This is derived from an upper and lower bound, via
algebraic reformulations.

Thm. 5. The price of stability of a polynomial congestion
game G of degree d is at most d+ 1.

Proof. Using the Potential Method, that states
∃α, β > 0 ∀~s. αC(~s) ≤ Φ(~s) ≤ βC(~s)⇒ PoS(G) < α

β
one can upper bound PoS by taking α = 1

d+1 and β = 1.

Thm. 6. Better-response-dynamics find a pure Nash
equilibrium for a congestion game in nmcmax iterations,
where n is the number of players, m is the number of
resources and cmax := maxe ce(n)

Proof. The number of iterations is bounded by the
difference between min~s Φ(~s) ≥ 0 and

max
~s

Φ(~s) = max
~s

∑
e

ne(~s)∑
j=1

ce(j) ≤
∑
e

ncmax = mncmax

Thm. 7. A PNE can be found in polynomial time for a
singleton congestion game G.

Proof. Via theorem 6, by that a G̃ with modified costs c̃e
s.t. c̃max that is in O(poly(n,m))

c̃(j) = |{ce(j) | e ∈ E, j ∈ [n], ce(j) < ce(j)}| − 1.
then proving the equivalence between G and G̃

ce′ (ne′(~s) + 1) < ce (ne(~s))
⇐⇒ c̃e′ (ne′(~s) + 1) < c̃e (ne(~s))

which is given, since c̃e by construction preserves the order
of cost values.

Thm. 8. A PNE can be found in polynomial time for a
symmetric, network congestion game G.

Proof. Via reduction to Max-Cost Flow. For this to
work a network corresponding to G has to be provided. Do
this by retaining the vertices and replacing each edge ewith
|N | parallel edges for each player (since symmetric), where
each edge i has a constant capacity and a cost corresponding
to ce(i). The network is constrained s.t. flows equal to the
number of players are allowed.

Thm. 9. A (1 + ε)-PNE can be found in polynomial time
on 1

ε , α and the site of the input for a symmetric congestion
game.

Proof. By proving that maxinum-gain best-response
dynamics always find a (1 + ε)-approx. PNE in(

1 + 1
ε

)
αn ln(nmcmax)

iterations, since every step makes an (1 + ε)-improving
move

Thm. 10. Computing a PNE for a congestion game
via Rosenthal’s potential Φ(~s) – PNE-Congestion – is
PLS-complete.

Proof. A problem is PLS-complete if all problems in PLS
can be reduced to it. This can be done by a reducing PNE-
Congestion to Local-Max-Cut and vice versa. The
former is given by theorem 8. Given a Local-Max-Cut
problem we construct a game s.t. when given a cut and
translated into a game, this corresponds to a PNE.

Thm. 11. The value V A of a zero sum game A can be
computed in polynomial time.

3
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Proof. Done by reduction to linear programming: We can
compute (~x∗, ~y∗) using

min.~x∗

s.t.
m∑
i=1

xiai,j ≥ ~x∗ ∀j ∈ [n],

x1 + · · ·+ xm = 1
xi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ [m]

and the dual problem
min.~y∗

s.t.
n∑
j=1

yiai,j ≥ ~y∗ ∀i ∈ [m],

y1 + · · ·+ yn = 1
yi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ [n]

Thm. 12. A correlated equilibrium of a game can be
computed in polynomial time.

Proof. Done by reduction to linear programming (which
is solvable in polynomial time) with the variables being
probabilities, that would calculate the set of CEs. We
formulate constraints preventing deviation and ensuring
the probability distribution is valid.

Thm. 13. Any deterministic online algorithm for a
decision making setting with |A| = k actions, has regret
of at least 1− 1

k .

Proof. As a deterministic algorithm chooses a single action
(assigning it a probability of 1, and 0 to the rest) based on pre-
vious experience, an adversary can predict the next step and
use that to generate a pathological cost function returning a
cost of 1. The total cost is therefore the number of time-steps
T , and T

k for a specific aj ∈ A. This can be used to bound

RTA ≥ · · · ≥
1
T

(
T − T

k

)
= 1− 1

k
,

for any T

Thm. 14. The expected regret of MWU(η) is at most
2
√

ln k
T , for a set of actions A where |A| = k and any time

horizon T ≥ 4 ln k.

Proof. The proof involves demonstrating that
T∑
t=1

∑
a∈A

pt(a)ct(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ℵ)

≤ (1 + η)
(

min
a∈A

T∑
t=1

ct(a)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i)

+ln k
η

holds, where (ℵ) and (i) arise from the term for
RA(~c) = 1

T
[(ℵ)− (i)]

where we are interested in the upper bound

≤ 1
T

[
(1 + η)(i) + ln 4

η
− (i)

]
which is achieved by means of algebraic manipulations.

4
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\section{Computation of Pure Nash Equilibria}
\label{sec:comp-pure-eq}

\begin{definition}\label{def:local-search}
  Local Search Problem \(\Pi = (\mathcal{I}, S, N, f)\)
  consisting of a set of instances \(\mathcal{I}\), each
  \(I \in \mathcal{I}\) having a set of feasible solutions \(S_I\), a
  neighbourhood function \(N_I : S_I \to 2^{S_I}\) and a objective
  function \(f_I : S_I \to \mathbb{Z}\).
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:pls}
  Polynomial \hyperref[def:local-search]{Local Search} (\textsf{PLS}),
  a \hyperref[def:local-search]{local search} problem, for which given
  an instance \(I \in \mathcal{I}\) and a feasible solution
  \(x \in S_I\), an initial feasible solution (\(\mathcal{A}_\Pi\)),
  an objective value \(f_I(x)\) (\(\mathcal{B}_\Pi\)) and the
  verification that \(x\) is a local optimum \emph{or} compute a local
  neighbour \(y \in N(x)\) with \(f_I(y) < f_I(x)\) can \emph{all
    be calculated in polynomial time}.
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:pls-comp}
  \textsf{PLS}-reduction \(\Pi \leq_\mathsf{PLS} \Pi'\) is given for
  two \hyperref[def:pls]{\textsf{PLS} problems}
  \(\Pi = (\mathcal{I}, S, N, f)\),
  \(\Pi' = (\mathcal{I}', S', N', f')\), and polynomial-time
  commutable functions \(h\) with
  \(\forall \in \mathcal{I} \ldotp h(\mathcal{I}) \in \mathcal{I}'\)
  and \(g\) with
  \[ \forall I \in \mathcal{I} \forall x' \in S'_{h(I)} \ldotp g(x')
    \in S_I. \] In this case it is said that \(\Pi'\) is ``as hard
  as'' \(\Pi\).

  One \textsf{PLS}-complete problem is \textsc{PNE-Congestion}, i.e.\
  the computation of a \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE} for a
  \hyperref[def:cong-game]{congestion
    game}.\refthm{thm:pne-congestion-is-pls-complete}.
\end{definition}

%%% Local Variables:
%%% mode: latex
%%% TeX-master: "master"
%%% End:
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\section{Congestion Games}
\label{sec:congestion-games}

\begin{definition}\label{def:potential-game}
  A potential games has a \emph{(exact) potential function}
  \(\Phi : \vec{S} \to \mathbb{R}\), s.t.
  \begin{align*}
    \forall i \in N, \vec{s} \in \vec{S}, s'_{i} \in
    S_i &\ldotp C_i(s'_i, \vec{s}_{-i}) - C_i(\vec{s})\\ =& \Phi(s'_i,
    \vec{s}_{-i}) - \Phi(\vec{s})
  \end{align*}
  Every potential game has at least one \hyperref[def:pne]{pure Nash
    equilibrium}.\refthm{thm:every-potential-game}
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:cong-game}
  Congestion Game
  $\mathcal{G} = (N, E, \{S_i\}_{i \in N}, \{c_e\}_{e \in E})$ is a
  \hyperref[def:potential-game]{potential game}
  \((N, \{S_i\}_{i \in N}, \{C_i\}_{i \in N})\) with a set of
  resources \(E\) and a nondecreasing set of cost functions
  \(c_e : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\) representing the number
  of players using it (\emph{congestion}).  The cost of a
  \hyperref[def:strat-prof]{strategy profile} for a player \(i \in N\)
  is \[ C_i(\vec{s}) = \sum_{e \in s_i} c_e(n_e(\vec{s})),\] where
  \(n_e(\vec{s}) = \left| \{ i \mid e \in s_i \} \right|\) and the
  \hyperref[def:soc-cost]{social cost} is
  \[ C(\vec{s}) = \sum_{i = 1}^n C_i(\vec{s}) = \sum_{e \in E}
    n_e(\vec{s}) c_e(n_e(\vec{s})).\]

  We distinguish
  \begin{description}
  \item[Network/Routing]\label{def:net-cong-game} on a graph \(G = (V,
    E)\) we define \(\{S_i\}\) to be all the paths between two nodes
    \(o_i, d_i\in V\) (origin and destination of each player \(i\)).
  \item[Polynomial of degree \(d\)]\label{def:poly-cong-game} (or
    ``linear'' if \(d = 1\)) where each cost function \(c_e\) is
    defined by a polynomial in
    \[ C_d \coloneqq \left\{ x \mapsto \sum_{j=0}^d a_jx^j
        \;\middle|\; a_j \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \forall j \in \{ 0,
        \dots, d \} \right\}\]
  \item[Singleton]\label{def:sing-cong-game} Strategies \(s_i\) are
    singleton sets.
  \item[Symmetric]\label{def:symm-cong-game} All players have the same
    set of actions.
  \end{description}
  All congestion games are \hyperref[def:potential-game]{potential
    games}, via the ``Rosenthal's potential'':
  \refthm{thm:congestion-games-are-potential-games}
  \[ \Phi(\vec{s}) = \sum_{\vec{e} \in E} \sum_{j=1}^{n_e(\vec{s})}
    c_e(j). \]
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:poa}
  Price of Anarchy of a \hyperref[def:potential-game]{Potential game}
  \(\mathcal{G}\) with a set of \hyperref[def:pne]{pure Nash
    equilibria} \(\mathrm{PNE}(\mathcal{G})\) is
  \[ \mathrm{PoA}(\mathcal{G}) = \cfrac{\max_{s \in
        \mathrm{PNE}(\mathcal{G})} C(\vec{s})}{C(\vec{s}^\ast)},\]
  where \(\vec{s}^\ast \in \argmin_{s \in S} C(\vec{s})\).
  \refthm{thm:min-poa-for-linear-congestion-games}
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:pos}
  Price of Stability, as with \hyperref[def:poa]{Price of Anarchy}, is
  \[ \mathrm{PoS}(\mathcal{G}) =
    \cfrac{\min_{s \in \mathrm{PNE}(\mathcal{G})}
      C(\vec{s})}{C(\vec{s}^\ast)}.\]
  \refthm{thm:max-poa-for-polynomial-congestion-games}
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:brd}
  Better-response dynamics is a method for
  calculating\refthm{thm:brd-finds-ne} a \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE}:
  \begin{algorithm}[H]
    \begin{algorithmic}[1]
      \While {\(\vec{s}\) is \emph{not} a
        \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE}}
      \State Choose a \(i \in N\), \(s_i' \in S_i\), s.t. \(C_i(s'_i, \vec{s}_{-i}) < C_i(\vec{s})\)
      \State \(\vec{s} \leftarrow (s'_i, \vec{s}_{-i})\)
      \EndWhile
    \end{algorithmic}
    \caption{\(\mathsf{BR}(\mathcal{G}, \vec{s} \in \vec{S})\) \textbf{returns} a PNE}
  \end{algorithm}
  Variations include ``\emph{best}-response dyn.'', which chooses the
  best deviation or ``\emph{maximum-gain} best-response dyn.'' which
  chooses the best relative deviation.

  For a
  \hyperref[def:sing-cong-game]{Singleton}\refthm{thm:singleton-pne-found-in-poly-time}
  and \hyperref[def:symm-cong-game]{symmetric},
  \hyperref[def:net-cong-game]{network}
  game\refthm{thm:symmetric-network-pne-found-in-poly-time}, a
  \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE} can be computed in polynomial time.
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:approx-pne}
  \(\alpha\)-approximate \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE} given
  \(\alpha \geq 1\), we relax the equilibrium condition
  \[\forall i \in N, s_i' \in S_i \ldotp C_i(\vec{s}) \leq \alpha C_i(s_i', \vec{s}_{-i}).\]
  \refthm{thm:symmetric-pne-found-in-poly-time}
\end{definition}
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\section{Correlated Equilibria}
\label{sec:correlated-equilibria}

\begin{definition}\label{def:ce}
  Correlated equilibria has a \hyperref[def:strat-prof]{strategy
    profile} \(\vec{\sigma} \in \Delta(\vec{S})\), where
  \(\vec{S} = S_1 \times \dots \times S_n\) (Cartesian product) for a
  \hyperref[def:game]{Game} \(\mathcal{G}\) s.t.\
  \[\forall i \in N, \delta_i : S_i \to S_i \ldotp \expected_{\vec{s} \sim \vec{\sigma}} \left[C_i(\vec{s})\right]
    \leq \expected_{\vec{s} \sim \vec{\sigma}}\left[C_i(\delta_i(s_i),
      \vec{s}_{-i})\right],\] where \(\delta\) is called a \emph{swap
    function} or equivalently
  \[\forall i \in N, s_i, s_i' \in S_i \ldotp
    \expected_{\mathclap{\vec{s}_{-i} \sim \vec{\sigma}_{-i \mid
          s_i}}} \left[C_i(s_i, \vec{s}_{-i})\right]
    \leq
    \expected_{\mathclap{\vec{s}_{-i} \sim \vec{\sigma}_{-i \mid
          s_i}}} \left[C_i(s_i', \vec{s}_{-i})\right]
  \]

  This is a generalisation of \hyperref[def:ne]{(mixed) Nash
    equilibria}, in the sense that \(\Delta(\vec{S})\) is a
  distribution over strategy profiles, while NEs consist of
  \(\Delta(S_i)\) distributions over strategies for \(i\).  CEs can be
  computed in polynomial time via
  LP. \refthm{thm:correlated-strategy-profile-computation}
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:cce}
  Coarse Correlated Equilibria has a
  \hyperref[def:strat-prof]{strategy profile}
  \(\vec{\sigma} \in \Delta(\vec{S})\) for a \hyperref[def:game]{Game}
  \(\mathcal{G}\) s.t.\
  \[ \forall i \in N, s'_i \in S_i \ldotp \expected_{\vec{s} \sim
      \vec{\sigma}}\left[C_i(\vec{s})\right] \leq \expected_{\vec{s}
      \sim \vec{\sigma}}\left[C_i(s_i', \vec{s}_{-i})\right].\] This
  is a generalisation of \hyperref[def:ce]{correlated equilibria},
  considering only constant swap functions.  It differs from
  \hyperref[def:ne]{NE}, in that we quantify over \(s_i \in S_i\)
  instead of \(\sigma'_i \in \Delta(S_i)\).
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:online-learning}
  Online learning algorithm \(\mathcal{A} = \{p^t\}\)
  calculates a probability distribution \(p^t\) of a set of actions
  \(A\) with \(\left|A\right| = k\) in a dynamic decision-making
  setting.  Knowing this, an adversary sets a cost function
  \(c^t : A \to [0;1]\) that an action \(a^t\) drawn from \(p^t\) is
  applied onto, for every time step \(t = 1, 2, \dots, T\), where
  \(T \in \mathbb{N}_{\geq 1}\) is a time horizon.  The regret of a
  sequence of action \(\vec{a} = \{ a^t \}_{t \in [T]}\) is defined as
  \[\mathcal{R}(\vec{a}, \vec{c}) \coloneqq \frac{1}{T}
    \left[\sum_{t=1}^T c^t(c^t) - \min_{a \in A} \sum_{t=1}^T c^t(a)
    \right].\] If the ``expected regret''
  \(\mathcal{R}_\mathcal{A}^T \coloneqq \sup_{\vec{c}}
  \expected_{\vec{a} \sim \vec{p}} \left[\mathcal{R}(\vec{a},
    \vec{c})\right] \to 0\), we say \(\mathcal{A}\) has \emph{no
    regret}.

  Examples include:
  \begin{description}
  \item[``Follow the Leader'']\label{def:ftl} A deterministic
    algorithm that chooses an action based on the expected cost so
    far.  As all deterministic algorithms, it has a regret of at least
    \(1-\frac{1}{k}\).\refthm{thm:deterministic-online-algorithm-lower-bound}
  \item[Multip. Weight Update]\label{def:mwu} A randomised algorithm,
    given \(\eta \in [0;\frac{1}{2}]\) maintains a set of weights
    \(\left\{w^t(a)\right\}_{a \in A}\) used at each time-step \(t\)
    to assign probabilities
    \[p^t(a) = \cfrac{w^t(a)}{\sum_{\bar{a} A} w^t(\bar{a})},\] and
    update the weights by \(w^{t+1}(a) = w^t(a)(1-\eta)^{c^t(a)}\).
    \refthm{thm:mwu-upper-bound} This archives being ``no-regret''.
  \end{description}
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:no-regret-dyn}
  No-regret game dynamics, using a cost-min \hyperref[def:game]{game}
  \(\mathcal{G}\) and a \hyperref[def:online-learning]{decision making
    process}, where each player \(i \in [N]\) uses a no-regret
  algorithm like \hyperref[def:mwu]{MWU}.  A
  \(\varepsilon\)-approximate \hyperref[def:cce]{coarse correlated
    equilibria} can be calculated using \textsf{NRD}:

  \begin{algorithm}[H]
    \begin{algorithmic}[1]
      \For {\(t = 1, \dots, T\)}
        \For {\(i \in N\)} Compute \(p_i^t\) over \(S_i\) using
          \(\mathcal{A}_i\) \EndFor
        \State Define mixed profile \(\vec{\sigma}^t = \prod_{i \in
          N}p^t_i\)
        \For {\(i \in N\)}
          Adversary presents player \(i\) with \(i\) \[c_i^t(s_i) \coloneqq
            \expected_{\vec{s}_{-i} \sim
              \vec{\sigma}^t_{-i}}\left[C_i(s_i,
              \vec{s}_{-i})\right], \forall s_i \in S_i\]
        \EndFor
      \EndFor
      \State \Return \(\vec{\sigma} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T}\vec{s}^t\)
    \end{algorithmic}
    \caption{\(\mathsf{NRD}(\mathcal{G}, \left\{A_i\right\}_{i\in N},
      T)\) \textbf{returns} a cr.
      \hyperref[def:strat-prof]{strat. profile} \(\vec{\sigma}\)}
  \end{algorithm}

  In a \hyperref[def:zero-sum]{zero sum} game the
  \hyperref[def:dual-gap]{guality gap} will at most be
  \(2\varepsilon\).
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:swap-regret}
  Swap-regret is a stricter benchmark than
  \hyperref[def:online-learning]{swap regret}:
  \[\bar{\mathcal{R}}(\vec{a}, \vec{c}) \coloneqq \frac{1}{T} \left[\sum_{t=1}^T
      c^t\left(a^t\right) - \min_{\delta : A \to A} \sum_{t=1}^T
      c^t\left(\delta\left(a^t\right)\right)\right],\]
  hence \(\mathcal{R}(\vec{a}, \vec{c}) \leq
  \bar{\mathcal{R}}(\vec{a}, \vec{c})\).  When used with
  \hyperref[def:no-regret-dyn]{no-regret dynamic}, we converge to the
  set of \hyperref[def:ce]{correlated equilibria}.
\end{definition}
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\section{Basic Definitions}
\label{sec:basic-defs}

\begin{definition}\label{def:game}
  A (finite, cost-minimisation) game \(\mathcal{G}\) consists of
  \emph{finite set of players}
  \(N = [n] \coloneqq \{1,2,\dots,n\}\), set of \emph{strategies}
  \(S_i \neq \emptyset\) and \emph{cost function}
  \(C_i : S_1 \times \dots \times S_n \to \mathbb{R}\) for each player
  \(i\).  We distinguish
  \begin{description}
  \item[Zero-sum]\label{def:zero-sum} iff the
    \hyperref[def:soc-cost]{social cost} is 0.
  \item[Bimatrix]\label{def:bimatrix} iff \(n = 2\)  where $A, B \in
    \mathbb{R}^{|S_1| \times |S_2|}$ describe the costs of strategies
    \(A_{ij} = C_A(s_{1,i}, s_{2,j})\), and equiv. for \(B_{ij}\).

    For a \hyperref[def:zero-sum]{zero-sum}, bimatrix game \(A = -B\)
    holds, meaning a single matrix suffices to describe the costs.
  \item[Payoff-Max.]\label{def:payoff-max} where players attempt to
    maximise the ``cost'', referred to as ``payoff''.
  \end{description}
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:strat-prof} Strategy profile of a
  (pure) \hyperref[def:game]{Game} \(\mathcal{G}\) is
  a \(n\)-tuple
  \(\vec{s} = (s_1, \dots, s_n) \in \vec{S} = S_1 \times \dots \times
  S_n\) of strategies for each player \(i\).
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:soc-cost} Social Cost \(C(\vec{s})\) of a
  \hyperref[def:strat-prof]{strategy profile} \(\vec{s}\) is defined
  as \[ C(\vec{s}) \coloneqq \sum_{i \in N} C_i(\vec{s}). \]
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:mixed-strat} A
  \hyperref[def:strat-prof]{strat. profile} consisting of prob.
  distributions\footnote{\(\Delta(A) = \left\{ p \in [0,1]^{A} \mid
      \sum_{a \in A} p(a) = 1 \right\}\).}
  \[\vec{\sigma} = (\sigma_1, \dots, \sigma_n) \in \Delta(S_1) \times
  \dots \times
  \Delta(S_n).\]
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:weak-dominant}
  A (weakly) dominant \emph{strategy} \(s_i \in S_i\) minimises the
  cost regardless of the strategies of other players,
  s.t.\footnote{$(y, \vec{x}_{-i})\coloneqq (x_1, \dots, x_{i-1}, y,
    x_{i+1}, \dots, x_n)$.}
  \[ \forall i \in N, \vec{s}'_i \in \vec{S}_i \ldotp C_i(s_i, \vec{s}'_{-i})
    \leq C_i(s'_i, \vec{s}'_{-i}).\]
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:pne}
  Pure Nash equilibrium is a \hyperref[def:strat-prof]{strategy
    profile} \(\vec{s} = (s_1, \dots, s_n)\) where no player has an
  incentive to deviate, i.e.\
  \[ \forall i \in N, s'_i \in S_i \ldotp C_i(\vec{s})
    \leq C_i(s'_i, \vec{s}_{-i}). \]
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:ne}
  (Mixed) Nash equilibrium is a \hyperref[def:mixed-strat]{mixed
    strategy profile} \(\vec{\sigma} = (\sigma_1, \dots, \sigma_n)\)
  where no player has an incentive to deviate, i.e.\footnote{Notation
    for the expected cost
    $C_i(\vec{\sigma}) \coloneqq \expected_{\vec{s} \sim
      \vec{\sigma}}[C_i(\vec{s})]$.}
  \[ \forall i \in N, \sigma'_i \in \Delta(S_i) \ldotp
    C_i(\vec{\sigma}) \leq C_i(\sigma'_i, \vec{\sigma}_{-i}). \] Every
  \hyperref[def:game]{game} has at least one NE.\refthm{thm:every-ne}
\end{definition}
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\section{Mixed Nash Equilibria}
\label{sec:mixed-equilibria}

\begin{definition}\label{def:zero-sum-computation}
  The value of a \hyperref[def:zero-sum]{zero-sum game} \(A \in
  \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\) is
  \[ V^A \coloneqq \vec{x}^{\ast\top} A \vec{y}^\ast = \max_{\vec{x}
      \in \Delta^m} \min_{\vec{y} \in \Delta^n} \vec{x}^\top A \vec{y}
    = \min_{\vec{y} \in \Delta^n} \max_{\vec{x} \in \Delta^m}
    \vec{x}^\top A \vec{y},
  \] where \((\vec{x}^\ast, \vec{y}^\ast)\) is an optimal strategy
  profile, \refthm{thm:neumanns-minimax-theorem} that can be computed in polynomial time
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:fp}
  Fictitious play is a dynamic, given a repeated
  \hyperref[def:bimatrix]{bimatrix game}, where players maintain a
  pair of mixed strategies \((\vec{x}^t, \vec{y}^t)\) determined by
  the empirical distribution of their respective opponents past play:
  \begin{align*}
    \vec{x} &= \frac{1}{t} \sum_{\tau=1}^t e_{i_\tau}^m,
    & \vec{y} &= \frac{1}{t} \sum_{\tau=1}^t e_{j_\tau}^n,\\
    \intertext{
    where for a time step \(t\),  \(e_{i_t}^m \in \Delta^m\), $e_{j_t}^n \in
    \Delta^n$, s.t.\
    }
    e_{i_t}^m &\in \mathsf{\hyperref[def:brd]{BR}}_1(\vec{y}^{t-1})
    & e_{j_t}^n &\in \mathsf{\hyperref[def:brd]{BR}}_2(\vec{x}^{t-1})
  \end{align*}
  and \(x^0\), \(y^0\) are respectively \(m\) or \(n\) dimensional
  zero-vectors.
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:dual-gap}
  \href{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duality_gap}{Duality gap} of a
  \hyperref[def:mixed-strat]{mixed strategy profile}
  \((\vec{x}, \vec{y})\) for a \hyperref[def:zero-sum]{zero-sum game}
  \(A \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\) is % \refthm{thm:fp-limit-towards-0}
  \[ \Psi_A(\vec{x}, \vec{y}) \coloneqq \max_{\vec{x}' \in \Delta^m}
    \vec{x}'^\top A \vec{y} - \min_{\vec{y}' \in \Delta^n}
    \vec{x}^\top A \vec{y}.\] Karlin's conjecture states that
  $\Psi_A(\vec{x}^t, \vec{y}^t) \in
  \mathcal{O}\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{t}}\right)$.
\end{definition}
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\begin{figure*}[t]
  \centering\small
  \begin{tikzpicture}[thin]
    \draw (0,0) circle (.5cm); \draw (0,0.5) circle (1cm); \draw (0,1)
    circle (1.5cm); \draw (0,1.5) circle (2cm); \node (PNE) at (0,0)
    {\hyperref[def:pne]{PNE}};
    \path[draw,->] (PNE) -- +(3,0) node[anchor=west, align=left] {
      \textbf{Exact:} \hyperref[def:symm-cong-game]{Symmetric
        Network}, \hyperref[def:net-cong-game]{Singleton Games}\\
      \textbf{Dynamics:} Maximum Gain
      \hyperref[def:brd]{\textsf{BRD}}, Bounded Jump
      (\hyperref[def:approx-pne]{\(\varepsilon\)-PNE}) }; \node (NE)
    at (0,1)
    {\hyperref[def:ne]{NE}};
    \path[draw,->] (NE) -- +(3,0) node[anchor=west, align=left] {
      \textbf{Exact:} \hyperref[def:zero-sum]{Zero-Sum}
      (\hyperref[def:zero-sum-computation]{Linear Programming})\\
      \textbf{Dynamics:} \hyperref[def:no-regret-dyn]{No Regret
        Dynamics} (\(\varepsilon\)-NE) }; \node (CE) at (0,2)
    {\hyperref[def:ce]{CE}};
    \path[draw,->] (CE) -- +(3,0) node[anchor=west, align=left] {
      \textbf{Exact:} Generally computable in
      \(\mathcal{O}(\mathsf{poly}(n, k))\)\\
      \textbf{Dynamics:} \hyperref[def:swap-regret]{No-Swap-Regret
        Dynamics} (\(\varepsilon\)-CE)}; \node (CCE) at (0,3)
    {\hyperref[def:cce]{CCE}};
    \path[draw,->] (CCE) -- +(3,0) node[anchor=west, align=left] {
      \textbf{Exact:} Generally computable in \(\mathcal{O}(\mathsf{poly}(n, k))\)\\
      \textbf{Dynamics:} \hyperref[def:no-regret-dyn]{No-Regret
        Dynamics} (\(\varepsilon\)-CCE)};
  \end{tikzpicture}
  \caption{Overview of types of equiliria and their methods of computation.}
  \label{fig:overview}
\end{figure*}
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\section{Computation of Pure Nash Equilibria}
\label{sec:comp-pure-eq}

\begin{definition}\label{def:local-search}
  Local search problem \(\Pi = (\mathcal{I}, S, N, f)\)
  consisting of a set of instances \(\mathcal{I}\), each
  \(I \in \mathcal{I}\) having a set of feasible solutions \(S_I\), a
  neighbourhood function \(N_I : S_I \to 2^{S_I}\) and a objective
  function \(f_I : S_I \to \mathbb{Z}\).
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:pls}
  Polynomial \hyperref[def:local-search]{local search} (\textsf{PLS}),
  a \hyperref[def:local-search]{local search} problem, for which given
  an instance \(I \in \mathcal{I}\) and a feasible solution
  \(x \in S_I\), an initial feasible solution (\(\mathcal{A}_\Pi\)),
  an objective value \(f_I(x)\) (\(\mathcal{B}_\Pi\)) and the
  verification that \(x\) is a local optimum \emph{or} compute a local
  neighbour \(y \in N(x)\) with \(f_I(y) < f_I(x)\) can all be
  calculated in polynomial time.
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:br-graph}
  A \hyperref[def:brd]{best-response} (di)\,graph of a
  \hyperref[def:cong-game]{congestion game} \(G\) with a potential
  function \(\Phi\) consists of vertices corresponding to
  \hyperref[def:mixed-strat]{strategy profiles}, and directed edges
  pointing from a profile to another with a single-player beneficial
  deviation.

  The skin of this graph (vertex with out-degree of 0) is the
  \hyperref[def:ne]{NE} of \(G\), as it has no beneficial deviations.
  An algorithm like \hyperref[def:brd]{best-response dynamics} can
  therefore be interpreted as \hyperref[def:local-search]{local
    search} on the best-response graph, optimising \(\Phi\).
\end{definition}

\begin{definition}\label{def:pls-comp}
  \textsf{PLS}-reduction \(\Pi \leq_\mathsf{PLS} \Pi'\) is given for
  two \hyperref[def:pls]{\textsf{PLS} problems}
  \(\Pi = (\mathcal{I}, S, N, f)\),
  \(\Pi' = (\mathcal{I}', S', N', f')\), and polynomial-time
  commutable functions \(h\) with
  \(\forall I \in \mathcal{I} \ldotp h(I) \in \mathcal{I}'\)
  and \(g\) with
  \[ \forall I \in \mathcal{I} \forall x' \in S'_{h(I)} \ldotp g(x')
    \in S_I. \] In this case it is said that \(\Pi'\) is ``as hard
  as'' \(\Pi\).

  One \textsf{PLS}-complete problem is \textsc{PNE-Congestion}, i.e.\
  the computation of a \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE} for a
  \hyperref[def:cong-game]{congestion
    game}.\refthm{thm:pne-congestion-is-pls-complete}.
\end{definition}
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\section{Proof Sketches}
\begin{quote}
  \footnotesize \textbf{NOTEME:} The proofs in this section make no
  claim to be rigorous, just to convey an approximate approach
  strategy employed in attempting to prove the following theorems.

  The document source is publicly available (see the frontpage), so
  any ideas on how to improve the following proofs are much
  appreciated.
\end{quote}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:every-ne}
  Every \hyperref[def:game]{game} has at least one
  \hyperref[def:ne]{NE}.
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  Consider the function \(\vec{f} = (f_1, \dots, f_n)\) point-wise
  defined on a \hyperref[def:payoff-max]{payoff-maximisation} game
  \(\mathcal{G} = \left(N, \left\{S_i\right\}_{i \in N},
    \left\{u_i\right\}_{i \in N}\right)\)
  \[f_i(\vec{\sigma}) \coloneqq \argmax_{\bar{\sigma} \in \Delta(S_i)}
    \left(\quad\expected_{\mathclap{\vec{s} \in \bar{\sigma},
          \vec{\sigma}_{-i}}}\; \left[u_i(\vec{s})\right] -
      \left\|\bar{\sigma}_i - \sigma_i\right\|^2\right)\] The proof
  verifies that \(\vec{f}\) must have a fixed-point and that it is a
  NE.  \emph{Brouwer's Fixed-Point Theorem} is used to prove the
  existence of a fixed-point, by exploiting the structure of the space
  \(\Delta(S_i) \times \dots \times \Delta(S_n)\) (being nonempty,
  compact and convex) assuming \(f\) is continuous.  \emph{Berge's
    Maximum Theorem} derives the necessary continuity from \(f\) being
  well-defined.
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}
  \label{thm:every-potential-game}
  Every \hyperref[def:potential-game]{potential game}
  \(\mathcal{G} = (N, \{S_i\}_{i \in N}, \{c_i\}_{i \in N})\) has at
  least one \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE}
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  Given the potential minimizer
  \(\vec{s}^\ast \in \argmin_{\vec{s} \in \vec{S}} \Phi(\vec{s})\),
  any deviation \(\forall i \in N, s'_i \in S_i\)
  \begin{align*}
    & \Phi\left(s'_i,
      \vec{s}^\ast_{-i}\right) - \Phi\left(\vec{s}^\ast\right)
      \geq 0\\
    \intertext{using the definition of potential games, we can deduce
    the PNE condition}
    \implies & C_i\left(s'_i, \vec{s}^\ast_{-i}\right) -
               C_i\left(\vec{s}^\ast\right) \geq 0
               \implies \underline{C_i\left(\vec{s}^\ast\right) \leq C_i\left(s'_i,
               \vec{s}^\ast_{-i}\right)}
  \end{align*}
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:congestion-games-are-potential-games}
  Using \emph{Rosenthal's potential} function
  \[\Phi(\vec{s}) = \sum_{e \in E} \sum_{j=1}^{n_e(\vec{s})} c_e(j),\]
  \hyperref[def:cong-game]{congestion games}
  \(\mathcal{G} = (N, E, \left\{S_i\right\}_{i \in N},
  \left\{c_e\right\}_{e \in E})\) (which in turn is a
  \hyperref[def:game]{game}
  \((N, \left\{S_i\right\}_{i \in N}, \left\{C_i\right\}_{i \in N})\))
  are \hyperref[def:potential-game]{potential games}, hence have at
  least one \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE}.
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  For any deviation \((s_i', \vec{s}_{-i})\) from \(\vec{s}\) the
  number of players using any resource will stay the same (if
  unaffected by the deviation), increase (if part of the deviation) or
  decrease (if part of the previous strategy profile).

  Therefore, if we only consider the congestion difference when
  observing a single player
  (\(C_i(s_i', \vec{s}_{-i}) - C_i(\vec{s})\)) and amongst all
  players
  \[\Phi\left(s'_i, \vec{s}_{-i}\right) - \Phi\left(\vec{s}\right) = \sum_{e
      \in E} \sum_{j=1}^{n_e'(s'_i, \vec{s}_{-i})} c_e(j) - \sum_{e
      \in E} \sum_{j=1}^{n_e'(\vec{s})} c_e(j) \] will differ by the
  same amount, and therefore satisfy the \emph{potential game}
  condition.
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:min-poa-for-linear-congestion-games}
  The \hyperref[def:poa]{price of anarchy} of a
  \hyperref[def:poly-cong-game]{linear congestion game} is exactly \(\frac{5}{2}\).
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof} % tis' a sketch, yet more one can desire
  This is derived from an upper and lower bound, via algebraic reformulations.
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:max-poa-for-polynomial-congestion-games}
  The \hyperref[def:pos]{price of stability} of a
  \hyperref[def:poly-cong-game]{polynomial congestion game}
  \(\mathcal{G}\) of degree \(d\) is at most \(d+1\).
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  Using the \emph{Potential Method}, that states
  \[
    \exists \alpha, \beta > 0 \;
    \forall \vec{s} \ldotp
    \alpha C(\vec{s}) \leq
    \Phi(\vec{s})
    \leq \beta C(\vec{s})
    \implies \mathrm{PoS}(\mathcal{G}) < \frac{\alpha}{\beta}
  \]
  one can upper bound \(\mathrm{PoS}\) by taking
  \(\alpha = \frac{1}{d+1}\) and \(\beta = 1\).
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:brd-finds-ne}
  \hyperref[def:brd]{Better-response-dynamics} find a
  \hyperref[def:pne]{pure Nash equilibrium} for a
  \hyperref[def:cong-game]{congestion game} in \(nmc_\mathrm{max}\)
  iterations, where \(n\) is the number of players, \(m\) is the
  number of resources and \(c_\mathrm{max} \coloneqq \max_e c_e(n)\)
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  The number of iterations is bounded by the difference between
  \(\min_{\vec{s}} \Phi(\vec{s}) \geq 0\) and \[
    \max_{\vec{s}} \Phi(\vec{s}) = \max_{\vec{s}}
    \sum_{e}\sum^{\mathclap{n_e(\vec{s})}}_{j=1} c_e(j)
    \leq \sum_{e} n c_\mathrm{max} = mnc_\mathrm{max} \]
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:singleton-pne-found-in-poly-time}
  A \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE} can be found in polynomial time for a
  \hyperref[def:sing-cong-game]{singleton congestion game}
  \(\mathcal{G}\).
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  Via theorem \ref{thm:brd-finds-ne}, by that a
  \(\tilde{\mathcal{G}}\) with modified costs \(\tilde{c}_e\) s.t.
  \(\tilde{c}_\mathrm{max}\) that is in
  \(\mathcal{O}(\mathsf{poly}(n, m))\)
  \[\tilde{c}(j) = \left|\left\{ c_e(j) \mid e \in
        E, j \in [n], c_e(j) < c_e(j)\right\}\right|-1.\] then proving
  the equivalence between \(\mathcal{G}\) and
  \(\tilde{\mathcal{G}}\)
  \begin{align*}
    c_{e'}\left(n_{e'}(\vec{s}) + 1\right) &<
    c_e\left(n_e(\vec{s})\right)\\ \iff
    \tilde{c}_{e'}\left(n_{e'}(\vec{s}) + 1\right) &<
    \tilde{c}_e\left(n_e(\vec{s})\right)
  \end{align*}
  which is given, since \(\tilde{c}_e\) by construction preserves the
  order of cost values.
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:symmetric-network-pne-found-in-poly-time}
  A \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE} can be found in polynomial time for a
  \hyperref[def:symm-cong-game]{symmetric},
  \hyperref[def:net-cong-game]{network congestion game} \(\mathcal{G}\).
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  Via reduction
  to
  \href{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum-cost_flow_problem}{\textsc{Max-Cost
      Flow}}.  For this to work a network corresponding to
  \(\mathcal{G}\) has to be provided.  Do this by retaining the
  vertices and replacing each edge \(e\)with \(|N|\) parallel edges
  for each player (since symmetric), where each edge \(i\) has a
  constant capacity and a cost corresponding to \(c_e(i)\).  The
  network is constrained s.t.\ flows equal to the number of players
  are allowed.
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:symmetric-pne-found-in-poly-time}
  A \hyperref[def:approx-pne]{\((1+\varepsilon)\)-PNE} can be found in
  polynomial time on \(\frac{1}{\varepsilon}\), \(\alpha\) and the
 site of the input for a \hyperref[def:symm-cong-game]{symmetric
    congestion game}.
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  By proving that \hyperref[def:brd]{\emph{maxinum-gain} best-response
    dynamics} always find a \((1+\varepsilon)\)-approx. PNE in
  \[ \left(1 + \frac{1}{\varepsilon}\right) \alpha n
    \ln(nmc_\mathrm{max})\] iterations, since every step makes an
  \((1+\varepsilon)\)-improving move
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:pne-congestion-is-pls-complete}
  Computing a \hyperref[def:pne]{PNE} for a
  \hyperref[def:cong-game]{congestion game} via Rosenthal's potential
  \(\Phi(\vec{s})\) -- \textsc{PNE-Congestion} -- is
  \hyperref[def:pls-comp]{\textsf{PLS}-complete}.
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  A problem is \textsf{PLS}-complete if all problems in \textsf{PLS}
  can be reduced to it.  This can be done by a reducing
  \textsc{PNE-Congestion}
  to
  \href{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_cut}{\textsc{Local-Max-Cut}}
  and vice versa.  The former is given by theorem
  \ref{thm:symmetric-network-pne-found-in-poly-time}.  Given a
  \textsc{Local-Max-Cut} problem we construct a game s.t.\ when given a
  cut and translated into a game, this corresponds to a PNE.
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:neumanns-minimax-theorem}
  The \hyperref[def:zero-sum-computation]{value} \(V^A\) of a
  \hyperref[def:zero-sum]{zero sum} game \(A\) can be computed in
  polynomial time.
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  Done by reduction to linear programming:  We can compute
  \((\vec{x}^\ast, \vec{y}^\ast)\) using
    \begin{align*}
      \text{min.}&\vec{x}^\ast\\
      \text{s.t.}&\sum_{i=1}^m x_i a_{i,j} \geq \vec{x}^\ast
                 &\forall j \in [n],\\
                 &x_1 + \dots + x_m = 1\\
                 &x_i \geq 0 & \forall i \in [m]\\
      \intertext{and the dual problem}
      \text{min.}&\vec{y}^\ast\\
      \text{s.t.}&\sum_{j=1}^n y_i a_{i,j} \geq \vec{y}^\ast
                 &\forall i \in [m],\\
                 &y_1 + \dots + y_n = 1\\
                 &y_i \geq 0 & \forall i \in [n]
    \end{align*}
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:correlated-strategy-profile-computation}
  A \hyperref[def:ce]{correlated equilibrium} of a
  \hyperref[def:game]{game} can be computed in polynomial time.
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  Done by reduction to linear programming (which is solvable in
  polynomial time) with the variables being probabilities, that would
  calculate the set of CEs.  We formulate constraints preventing
  deviation and ensuring the probability distribution is valid.
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:deterministic-online-algorithm-lower-bound}
  Any \hyperref[def:online-learning]{deterministic online algorithm}
  for a decision making setting with \(\left|A\right| = k\) actions,
  has regret of at least \(1-\frac{1}{k}\).
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  As a deterministic algorithm chooses a single action (assigning it a
  probability of 1, and 0 to the rest) based on previous experience,
  an adversary can predict the next step and use that to generate a
  pathological cost function returning a cost of 1.  The total cost is
  therefore the number of time-steps \(T\), and \(\frac{T}{k}\) for a
  specific \(a_j \in A\).  This can be used to bound
  \[ \mathcal{R}_\mathcal{A}^T \geq \dots \geq \frac{1}{T}\left(T -
      \frac{T}{k}\right) = 1 - \frac{1}{k},\] for any \(T\)
\end{proof}

\begin{theorem}\label{thm:mwu-upper-bound}
  The expected \hyperref[def:online-learning]{regret} of
  \(\mathrm{\hyperref[def:mwu]{MWU}}(\eta)\) is at most
  \(2\sqrt{\frac{\ln k}{T}}\), for a set of actions \(A\) where
  \(\left|A\right| = k\) and any time horizon \(T \geq 4 \ln k\).
\end{theorem}
\begin{proof}
  The proof involves demonstrating that
  \[ \underbrace{\sum_{t=1}^T \sum_{a \in A} p^t(a)c^t(a)}_{(\aleph)}
    \leq (1+\eta)\underbrace{\left(\min_{a \in A} \sum_{t=1}^T
        c^t(a)\right)}_{(\beth)} + \frac{\ln k}{\eta}
  \] holds, where \((\aleph)\) and \((\beth)\) arise from the term for
  \begin{align*}
    \mathcal{R}_\mathcal{A}(\vec{c})
    &= \frac{1}{T}\left[(\aleph) -
      (\beth)\right]\\
    \intertext{where we are interested in the upper bound}
    &\leq \frac{1}{T}\left[(1+\eta)(\beth) + \frac{\ln
      4}{\eta} - (\beth)\right]
  \end{align*}
  which is achieved by means of algebraic manipulations.
\end{proof}
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Where the  Licensed Rights  include Sui  Generis Database  Rights that
apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

  a. for the avoidance of doubt,  Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right
     to  extract, reuse,  reproduce, and  Share all  or a  substantial
     portion of the contents of the database;

  b.  if You  include all  or a  substantial portion  of the  database
     contents in  a database  in which You  have Sui  Generis Database
     Rights, then the database in  which You have Sui Generis Database
     Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

     including for  purposes of Section  3(b); and c. You  must comply
  with  the  conditions  in  Section  3(a)  if  You  Share  all  or  a
  substantial portion of the contents of the database.

For the  avoidance of doubt, this  Section 4 supplements and  does not
replace Your obligations under this  Public License where the Licensed
Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.


Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

  a. UNLESS  OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN  BY THE LICENSOR,  TO THE
     EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR  OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS
     AND AS-AVAILABLE,  AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS  OR WARRANTIES OF
     ANY  KIND  CONCERNING  THE LICENSED  MATERIAL,  WHETHER  EXPRESS,
     IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER.  THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
     WARRANTIES OF  TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY,  FITNESS FOR  A PARTICULAR
     PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,  ABSENCE OF  LATENT OR  OTHER DEFECTS,
     ACCURACY, OR  THE PRESENCE OR  ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER  OR NOT
     KNOWN OR  DISCOVERABLE. WHERE  DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES  ARE NOT
     ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

  b. TO THE  EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL  THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE
     TO  YOU  ON  ANY  LEGAL THEORY  (INCLUDING,  WITHOUT  LIMITATION,
     NEGLIGENCE)  OR  OTHERWISE  FOR ANY  DIRECT,  SPECIAL,  INDIRECT,
     INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE,  EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,
     COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR
     USE  OF THE  LICENSED MATERIAL,  EVEN  IF THE  LICENSOR HAS  BEEN
     ADVISED OF  THE POSSIBILITY OF  SUCH LOSSES, COSTS,  EXPENSES, OR
     DAMAGES. WHERE A  LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT  ALLOWED IN FULL
     OR IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

  c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided
     above  shall be  interpreted  in  a manner  that,  to the  extent
     possible, most  closely approximates  an absolute  disclaimer and
     waiver of all liability.


Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

  a. This  Public License applies  for the  term of the  Copyright and
     Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with
     this Public License,  then Your rights under  this Public License
     terminate automatically.

  b.  Where Your  right to  use the  Licensed Material  has terminated
     under Section 6(a), it reinstates:

       1.  automatically  as  of  the date  the  violation  is  cured,
          provided it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the
          violation; or

       2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

     For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any
     right the Licensor may have  to seek remedies for Your violations
     of this Public License.

  c.  For the  avoidance of  doubt, the  Licensor may  also offer  the
     Licensed  Material under  separate  terms or  conditions or  stop
     distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so
     will not terminate this Public License.

  d. Sections  1, 5, 6,  7, and 8  survive termination of  this Public
     License.


Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

  a. The  Licensor shall not be  bound by any additional  or different
     terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

  b.  Any arrangements,  understandings, or  agreements regarding  the
     Licensed  Material  not  stated  herein  are  separate  from  and
     independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.


Section 8 -- Interpretation.

  a. For  the avoidance of  doubt, this  Public License does  not, and
     shall not be  interpreted to, reduce, limit,  restrict, or impose
     conditions  on  any  use  of the  Licensed  Material  that  could
     lawfully be made without permission under this Public License.

  b. To the  extent possible, if any provision of  this Public License
     is deemed  unenforceable, it  shall be automatically  reformed to
     the  minimum extent  necessary  to make  it  enforceable. If  the
     provision  cannot be  reformed,  it shall  be  severed from  this
     Public  License  without  affecting  the  enforceability  of  the
     remaining terms and conditions.

  c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no
     failure to comply consented to  unless expressly agreed to by the
     Licensor.

  d. Nothing in this Public  License constitutes or may be interpreted
     as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities
     that  apply to  the Licensor  or  You, including  from the  legal
     processes of any jurisdiction or authority.


=======================================================================
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